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The Echo has a rich history as an esteemed publication of student
literary and art works. As a part of Furman’s effort to
promote intellectual creativity amongst the student body, the
magazine is a display of such academic and artistic excellence.
The Echo is both by the students and for the students of Furman,
with a vision to uphold this tradition of publishing authors and
artists. In addition to the print issue, you can view this edition and previ-
ous editions of The Echo online at Furman University’s Scholar Exchange 
(scholarexchange.furman.edu). We hope you enjoy this collection.
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Rabbit Wrangling, Michaela Barnett
The Purple Beauty, Chrissy Reinemund
                                     Winner of Editor’s Choice Award
The Ice Cream Man, Laura Bardin
Tree of Life, Michaela Barnett
art
Iliana Taylor, The Mind Thinking   Cover
Margaret Rogers, Handmade    6
Eric Clammage, Bright Skies    7
Aaron Navarro, Geobison    8
Kristen Murdaugh, Where’s Joe?    9
Margaret Rogers, Asino  10
Laura Krueger, Texas Galaxy  33
                                            Winner of Editor’s Choice Award
Cassie Wodecki, Galapagos Crab  34
Cory Bailey, A Crack in Time  35
Cassie Wodecki, Train Tracks  36
Alissa Willmerdinger, Crossing Paths  37
Aaron Navarro, Mother Earth  I  38
Allison Shoemaker, Kiko  39
Eric Clammage, Windy City  40
Cassie Wodecki, Neighborhood in Capetown  41 
Aaron Navarro, Emotion Study 1 + 2  42 
Amy Poon, Regard  43
Abigail MacDougall, Stage view, Globe Theater  44
Zach Wong, Brooklyn Bridge  45
Kristen Murdaugh, Space Jam  46
Ivy White, I Know Why the Caged Bird Dusts  47
L. Victoria Ferrer, Finding Myself: Macchu Pichu  48 
Kathleen Faulkner, Sight Unseen  73
Iliana Taylor, Tiger Illustration  74
Graham Browning, Exploring  75
Laura Krueger, Crossed  76
Tim Sharp, Untitled  77 
poetry
11  Stardust, Britt Viergever
      Winner of Editor’s Choice Award
12  The Beginning, Will Clark
13  Taming my Childhood, 
      Mary Shelton Hornsby
14  Our Deepest Sympathies, 
       Kimberly Hydrick
15  An Ode to John Keats, 
       Michelle Rash
16  The Pen, The Trigger, 
       Hayden Arrington
17  Homeless, Cory Bailey
63  Would You like to Have it?, 
       Margaret Shelton
64  Masterpiece, 
       Mary Shelton Hornsby
65  A Nice Cool Bath, 
      Noah Zimmerman
66  Apology from the Mind of the 
      Uncreative, Hayden Arrington
67  Inquiry | Inquisition, 
      Jake Crouse
70  Poetry from the Porcelain Throne, 
       Raleigh Fowler
71  Love on Loan, Aubrey Connors
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49  Blaze, Luke Christie
       Winner of Editor’s 
       Choice Award
54  Our Time, Cory Bailey
60  Dead House, Sabrina Boone
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